A Quantitative Method for Evaluation of Visual Privacy in Residential Environments
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Abstract: With the rapid expansion of high-rise and high-density buildings in urban areas, visual privacy has become one of the major concerns affecting human environmental quality. Evaluation of residents’ visual exposure to outsiders has attracted more attention in the past decades. This paper presents a quantitative indicator; namely, the Potential Visual Exposure Index (PVEI), to assess visual privacy by introducing the damage of potential visual incursion from public spaces and neighborhoods in high-density residences. The method for computing the PVEI mainly consists of three steps: extracting targets and potential observers in a built environment, conducting interscalibility analysis and identifying visible sightlines, and integrating sightlines from building level and ground level to compute the PVEI value of each building opening. To validate the proposed PVEI, a case study with a sample building located at the center of Kowloon, Hong Kong, was evaluated. The results were in accordance with the common-sense notion that lower floors are subjected to poor visual privacy, and privacy is relatively well-preserved in upper floors in a building. However, residents of middle floors may suffer the worst circumstances with respect to visual privacy. The PVEI can be a useful indicator to assess visual privacy and can provide valuable information in architectural design, hotel room selection, and building management.
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1. Introduction

In the visual perception of residents, environmental quality is not only determined by what one can see, but also by the level that is visually exposed to others. Numerous studies focus on the evaluation of residents’ visual accessibility to landscapes [1,2], or a specified landscape such as a green area [3–7], a water body [8–11], or a park [12,13]. Compared to the research on “looking out”, the issues caused by “strangers’ views in”, which refers to residents’ visual exposure, have not been adequately addressed yet in the past decades, especially regarding the aspect of privacy.

As one of the primary human requirements [14], privacy is a basic right of every person, and should be protected in every society by laws that guarantee this right, especially at one’s residence [15]. When people choose an environment for living, they choose not only the construction quality or interior-design style, but also the particular environmental quality of the building [16]. However, as far as visual perception is concerned, visual exposure, which refers to privacy, has become one of the main issues that affect the satisfaction of residents and the attractiveness of a built environment [17]. Visual privacy is related to visual penetration between public and private domains, and deals with the
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visibility of outsiders to residents in the built environment [14]. It is defined as the ability to carry out daily activities at home without being observed by outsiders, including neighbors and passers-by [18,19].

Previous studies have explored related elements of visual privacy from different perspectives, including architectural design of interior [20–24] and exterior [25–27] domains, and residential satisfaction [28–30]. However, the main purpose of these studies was to investigate how and to what extent specific elements affect visual privacy with qualitative methods, which failed to give a numerical result to show how much visual privacy that a particular dwelling represented exactly. Moreover, the qualitative method produced subjective preferences that resulted in the uncertainty of the level of privacy due to the limited number of participants.

Therefore, understanding and evaluating visual privacy has become a crucial and urgent task in resolving conflicts and improving environmental quality in urban life [31]. The widely used method of isovist [32,33] has been adopted to quantitatively evaluate residential visual privacy in previous works [31,34,35]. For instance, Lonergan et al. [35] has proposed a quantitative approach to analyze the visibility between two sample buildings to examine residential visual privacy. He first created a set of isovists from lines along window facades of each floor, and then used a classification scheme to represent cumulative visibility and privacy from floor to floor. The application of 3D isovists provided a possibility to quantitatively study urban privacy, but this work was limited to giving a detailed solution for the understanding of urban privacy. In addition, Hwang and Lee [31] proposed an interesting method to simulate the rays from the ground level that penetrated through the opening into a building for the quantification of indoor exposure spaces. This work introduced the refuge area ratio (RAR) for the representation of visual privacy along with a method of visual simulation and numerical measurement. The refuge area was calculated as a space that was invisible to the observers inside the building. It introduced an algorithm to achieve a cumulative result by calculating the exposure area from sightline incursion of surroundings, regardless of the view distance or direction.

Based on the definition of visual exposure; that is, the opportunity to measure the focus of investigation and visual frequency [36], Shach-Pinsly et al. and Shach-Pinsly [17,37] reported that there was a high similarity between an understanding of visual exposure and the visual perception of privacy. This research attempted to quantify visual exposure of a building opening related to privacy aspects in the built environment, and presented an analysis model using the consideration of building level and street level, while the individual analysis was conducted separately, meaning that the method failed to provide an integrated, uniform, and full-scale result for each façade opening. Furthermore, the visual exposure level was considered to be affected only by the number and length of the dominant sightline. We argue that view distance, direction, and the area of observer and target openings both contribute to the evaluation of residential visual privacy.

Inspired by the work in [17], we proposed a quantitative method toward visual exposure as an indicator to assess visual privacy in a residential environment. The proposed method provides a mathematical and systematic solution for subjective assessment of visual privacy in the residential environment, and allows us to have a deep understanding of visual privacy in our daily life. An indicator we call the Potential Visual Exposure Index (PVEI) is proposed in this study to evaluate the quality of a building opening’s visual privacy by quantifying the amount of visual penetration to the opening. The PVEI can be described as the damage of potential visual incursion from public spaces and neighborhoods. This indicator can support planners, architects and decision-makers in evaluating and implementing urban privacy issues in the development of an urban design.

2. Materials and Methods

The model presented in this paper builds on the concept of visual exposure related to the private domain, establishing a visual indicator able to describe the visibility of
features of interest (FOI), which refers to openings of building façades and pedestrian spaces on the ground. This differs from the 3D isovist or viewshed approach, which quantifies the space or volume around the observer, as here the attention is on how many observers can potentially view the target in the built environment. It involves a function of visibility analysis from area to area, meaning the visual privacy of an opening can be represented to measure the opening’s visual exposure only from observers of the building level and ground level, instead of the whole surrounding spaces.

2.1. Definition

A target-centered sphere $HH'VV'$ was used to describe all potential observers around the target, as shown in Figure 1. From Target O on the façade of a building, the radius of the sphere refers to the maximum visual distance. Theoretically, all potential observers who can see the target O have an impact on the privacy of the target. It is noted that observers within one hemispheroid cannot visually pass because of the obstruction by façade O, while nonvisible observers can be identified with the intervisibility analysis. Point M travels from $H'$ to $H$ in horizon, and $N'$ travels from $V'$ to $V$ in vertical, meaning the horizontal $\alpha$ and vertical $\beta$ ranges from 0 to $\pi$ and $-\pi/2$ to $\pi/2$, respectively. This figure presents the three-dimensional space in which all potential observers can be located.

Figure 1. Illustration of potential observers within a target-centered sphere.

For an opening of a building, its $PVEI$ is defined as the visual incursion by observers from public spaces and building openings. The value of $PVEI$ depends on the distribution of potential observers, which involves the view distance, view direction, and open spaces
in which both observers and targets are located. Figure 2 illustrates the concept of the PVEI in detail. Suppose a resident O (target) is standing on the 12th floor of Building I, and observers A, B, C, and D are located at Building J with the same building façade. Resident O has the potential to be viewed by observers A, B, C, and D. The sightlines are formed by the resident O and the observers as OA, OB, OC, and OD. \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are the horizontal and vertical angles of OD, respectively.

In this study, we assumed that if an observer is able to see the targets, the observer simultaneously will be seen by the targets (it is noted that the assumption is not perfectly true in a particular situation). As such, view distance from an observer to the target plays a great role in the determination of the PVEI value, as previous studies have realized. In addition, sightlines with different directions can obviously contribute to PVEI value, as shown in Figure 2; sightline OA and OD with the same length (view distance; and different directions either in the horizontal or vertical domains.

Similarly, the area of openings also affects the PVEI. The larger area of a target means a higher possibility to be visually incursive and results in higher PVEI, while the larger area of an observer signifies a higher possibility of visual penetration into the target and contributes to a higher PVEI, and vice versa.

So far, we have concluded that the variables including the area where the observer and target are located, and visual distance and view direction between a target and observers, have a contribution in the determination of the PVEI. Therefore, the function of the PVEI can be expressed as follows:

\[
PVEI = F(d) \ast f(\text{area}) \ast \varphi(\alpha) \ast \varphi(\beta)
\] (1)

It is noted that the equation can be applied to the observers from both the ground level and building level, as shown in Figure 3. In order to determine the PVEI of each opening, it is essential to investigate all the elements in the mathematical function. The subfunctions of the area, visual distance, horizontal angle, and vertical angle are discussed separately in the following sections.
2.2. Variables in Mathematical Description

2.2.1. Visual Distance and Opening Area

Since the visual perception of an object in space reduces with the increase of distance from the observer [38–40], the concept of distance decay has been widely applied in visibility analysis. Kyung [41] proposed the index of area-weighted visual exposure, which takes distance into account to achieve an accurate assessment of visual perception. Based on the concept that visible objects are inversely proportional to the squared distance, the index can be mathematically expressed as $V = 1/d^2$. Similarly, the function to describe the phenomenon of visibility decay [42] has been proven to be a simple and effective way to realize visual-related matters.

Therefore, we adopted this concept to describe the $PVEI$ in this study. The variable-view distance that contributes to the $PVEI$ can be expressed as $1/d^2$ for $F(d)$. While the observer is located at an opening that is an element of area in the reality, the sub-function thus can be updated as $A_{obs}/d^2$. Similarly, the target can be considered as a façade of opening as well. Therefore, it was further updated, and is expressed as Equation (2) for $F(d, area)$.

$$F(d) * f(\text{area}) = \frac{A_{obs}A_{tar}}{d^2}$$ (2)

2.2.2. Visual Direction

Previous studies took visual distance into account for the visibility analysis, enabling us to obtain much more detailed results for visual privacy. However, few studies considered the visual direction as a variable in the quantifying expression of the visibility phenomenon. Since the same visual distance from the target to observers at different locations could contribute a huge difference in the risk of visual incursions, we argue that it is necessary to take the visual direction into account to deal with the matter of visual exposure.

Figure 4 shows the layout of two buildings X and Y viewed from the top. Target O is in building X, and observers A and B are in building Y. Target O and observers A and B are standing at the same level of elevation. Suppose the length of sightline AO is the same as BO: AO is perpendicular to the façade of building X to which resident O belongs, and BO appears to be an acute angle $\alpha$ with the façade. It is obvious that the
resident is faced with a greater threat of visual incursion from observer A compared to B due to the higher level of visual penetration from location A. In this case, the angle $\alpha$ formed by visible sightline and the resident’s façade travels from 0 to $\pi$, the most risk with respect to visual exposure occurs when the sightline travels to AO, and the level of visual exposure gradually decreases on both sides of AO.

![Figure 4. Horizontal domain (top view).](image)

Therefore, a function of sine with the variable of horizontal angle $\alpha$ can be used to describe the phenomenon (Function 3) reasonably. Specifically, $\alpha$ represents the angle formed by the sightline and the residential façade, and it can be calculated simply by a subtraction from the azimuth of residential façade to the sightline, with the absolute value granted to $\alpha$ if the calculation results appear to be negative. Apparently, the value of $\alpha$ ranges from 0 to $\pi$ due to the insignificant form of the invisible sightline when $\alpha$ is situated from $\pi$ to $2\pi$. Thus, the effect of visual exposure from the horizontal domain of the visual direction can be quantified with the use of Function 3:

$$\theta(\alpha) = \sin \alpha$$

Assume there is an observation point E on the upper floor (as shown in Figure 5). Every opening of the observer is regarded as a single point to be analyzed in comparison. The red line represents the line of sight from each observer penetrating into the resident’s room. Figure 5a–c show three types of “visible corridors” (green area) with different areas. Point C has the visible corridor with the largest volume, which means C is the most penetrating.

![Figure 5. Visual penetration into rooms in different cases: (a) upper floor; (b) lower floor; (c) same floor level.](image)
Similarly, in the vertical domain (Figure 6), with the same visual distance, observer C brings a much higher threat of visual penetration to target O compared to observer D. This is caused by the change of visual direction in vertical domain.

As shown in Figure 6, when the sightline from OD travels to OC, $\beta$ approaches 0, the PVEI reaches the maximum value, and location C is considered as the highest risk with respect to visual exposure of target O. As the sightline keeps traveling, the visual exposure gradually decreases. Therefore, a function of cosine with the variable of vertical angle $\beta$ was used to describe the visual impact from vertical domain (Function (4)), and the value of $\beta$ ranges from $-\pi/2$ to $\pi/2$:

$$\varphi(\beta) = \cos \beta$$ (4)

2.3. Model Equation

As shown in Section 2.2, it is possible to provide a quantitative solution to derive the $PVEI$ and contribute to the estimation of visual privacy in residential environments. By integrating Equations (2)–(4), the $PVEI$ of a certain opening can be quantified as:

$$PVEI_i = \frac{A_i A_j}{d_{ij}^2} \times \sin \alpha \times \cos \beta$$ (5)

In addition, considering the sum of observers from both the ground level and building level in the residential environment, the $PVEI$ of each opening can thus be defined as:

$$PVEI_{ij} = \frac{\sum_{j} A_i A_j}{d_{ij}^2} \times \sin \alpha_{ij} \times \cos \beta_{ij}$$ (6)

where $PVEI_i$: visual exposure of the $i$th openness; $A_i$: area of the $i$th target surface; $A_j$: area of the $j$th surface; and $d_{ij}$: distance from the center of $i$th target to the center of $j$th observer.

3. Case Study

3.1. Description

Hong Kong is regarded as one of the most densely populated cities in the world. It has more than seven million people inhabiting 1068 km$^2$ of land, and the population density increased from 6352 persons per km$^2$ in 2006 to 6777 in 2016 [43]. As a result, the physical density of Hong Kong, as a universal geographic and spatial concern, has long been a hotspot in research [44]. Kowloon is the peninsula to the northern part of Hong Kong Island, with over 2.2 million people living in an area of less than 47 km$^2$ [43].
Metropark Hotel Kowloon (Figure 7), located at the central heart of Kowloon, with 75.9 m of absolute elevation and 16 typical floors, is represented as a typical building to reflect the local environment, and was thus selected as the sample building in this study.

3.2. Preconditions

In this research, three core sets of data, including the 3D Photo-Realistic Model (Planning Department of Hong Kong) in OSGB format, the 3D Pedestrian Network (Hong Kong Geodata Store) in GDB format, and the iB1000 product of the Topographic Map (Hong Kong Geodata Store) in DWG format, could all be downloaded freely online, and were collected for preprocessing.

A few preconditions have to be set up for the purpose of computational simplification. First, viewpoints from the pedestrian were assumed to be 1.5 m off toward the ground. Second, both building façade and ground surface were divided with 2 m × 2 m regular grids to extract potential viewpoints. Thus, every grid can be represented as a viewpoint with the property of unified area (4 m²) in order to perform the visibility analysis. Lastly, terrain, infrastructure, and vegetation can be potential obstacles in the visibility analysis, but they were not included in this study for the sake of simplifying the computation.

3.3. Preprocessing

The 3D Photo-Realistic Model was formulated based on aerial photos captured from different points of view; it is a high-quality texture surface model in three dimensions that shows external features of buildings, trees, infrastructure, and terrain. The data set was used to extract all the façade openings of the study area, including the sample building (Figure 8a). Every opening was divided into regular grids as mentioned previously, and each grid was represented as a viewpoint located at the center of the grid. The 3D Pedestrian Network aims at improving the walkability and connectivity of outdoor civil
activities. In this study, it was used to identify the potential observers of the passers-by. The 2D building footprint of the study area was extracted from the iB1000 product, and further converted to 2.5D models as the visibility obstacles in multipatch format based on the elevation attribute. The integration of two types of the data set was preprocessed, and this is shown in Figure 8b.

Figure 8. Data sets of the 3D Photo-Realistic Model, 3D Pedestrian Network, and 2D building footprint in the study area.
3.4. Procedure for Deriving the Potential Visual Exposure Index

A quantitative assessment of visual privacy was interpreted on the basis of a sample building. The following section details the procedures outlined in Figure 9. The operation was conducted with off-the-shelf functionalities in ArcGIS Pro 2.5, Esri, Redlands, CA, USA.

Two functionalities were used for the derivation of \( PVEI \), including Construct sight lines and Intervisibility. The Construct sight lines function generates line elements that represent the light of sight from observer points to target features, the visibility of sightlines is determined by the function of Intervisibility based on potential obstacles defined by the combination of 3D elements and surfaces. First, we created sightlines using observer points and target points identified through 3D model. Target points were extracted from the sample building, resulting in 528 point-features in total. Observer points were extracted from other buildings and pedestrian routes. Thus, the potential visual penetrations could be created with the combination of observer points from other buildings (building level) and pedestrian routes (ground level). Next, the sightline intervisibility was realized according to the constructed sightlines with the visibility obstacles (i.e., 2.5D models). With the help of the Intervisibility function in ArcGIS Pro, all the visible sightlines were then extracted with attributes of azimuth, vertical angle, and length at both the building and pedestrian levels, as shown in Figure 10.
Figure 10. An example of visible sightlines between a target and observers.

It was noted that the generating azimuth of the sightline was aligned with global coordinates. Since the parameter $\alpha$ in the proposed function represents a relative value, it can be calculated with a further computation. Each orientation of the sample building façade is presented in Figure 11; the red dots along the building’s edge indicate the locations of façade openings, and there are a total of 33 openings in columns and 16 openings in the floor dimension aligned in all the building façades. Therefore, the value of $\alpha$ can be calculated and then given to the corresponding visible sightline.

Figure 11. Building outlines with openings on the façades and façade orientations.

Other elements, including vertical angle and visual distance (3D length of the sightline), can be created and directly imported together with $\alpha$ into the mathematical model for the final computation. Finally, the PVEIs of the sample building were calculated using the proposed model.
4. Results

We applied our quantitative approach to deal with various spatial datasets to compute the Potential Visual Exposure Index over a sample building. In total, 528 openings of the sample building were detected, and their indicators were calculated.

A 3D-perspective result was realized with an example of $D_{max} = 500 \, m$ in Figure 12a. The PVEI varied along with the change of building orientation and floor. In addition, a two-dimensional diagram of the sample building layout is presented in Figure 12b. It can be seen that the sample building consisted of eight façades in the vertical dimension. Façades 3, 6, and 8 with no opening existed, while every point extracted from the rest of the façades represented the center of an opening, and was given a computational value of PVEI. On the same floor, openings on façades 2 and 4 were detected with relatively better privacy preservation than others, while residents located along façades 1, 5, and 7 may have to take additional actions to prevent visual penetrations from outsiders. On the façade dimension, PVEI varied along with the floor and changes among different façades. As expected, upper floors tended to have lower PVEI values, and the lowest PVEI value appeared to be on the top floor. In addition, the edge of a façade that orientated to public spaces generally appeared to have a higher PVEI value due to the wide range of visual exposure to potential outsiders.

![Figure 12](image)

Figure 12. A classification scheme of the visual exposure model applied to the sample building based on the PVEI of each opening: (a) 3D perspective; (b) 2D diagram from the projection of the 3D model.

Since the visual exposure of each opening was threatened by observers from two parts, the building level and ground level, Figure 13 reveals the PVEI of all floors with respect to the building level, ground level, and a combination of the two parts in the sample building. On the ground level, as expected, the PVEI value decreased exactly with the increase of floor. This can be well understood with our natural perception, as it is always easier for ground observers to see the openings on the lower floors. Unlike the results for the ground level, Figure 13 shows an interesting result; that is, the PVEI had the highest values in the middle of the floors, which was caused by the larger amount of visual incursion compared to lower floors, and a stronger impact from visible sightlines compared to upper floors. Figure 13 presents the overall result of a combination of the two levels, showing that the PVEI tended to decline with an increase in floor level. Although the impact from the building level contributed the most to the PVEI value, the combination result appeared to follow a similar trend as the results from the ground level.
Figure 13. PVEI of all the floors with respect to the ground level, building level, and a combination of the two levels.

Similarly, we applied our method to the sample building to investigate the tendency of the PVEI with respect to building facades. A total of 35 columns of the openings were aligned in five facades (excluding three facades with no opening) of the sample building. Figure 14 indicates the PVEI of all the openings along the columns on the facades with respect to the ground level, building level, and a combination of the two levels in the sample building. PVEI results from both the ground and building levels presented unified upward or downward trends on the same façade. However, several target points with different PVEI values located near the edge of facades were exceptions that did not follow the overall trend. For example, on the ground level, column 1 showed a great difference in PVEI values from the rest of the columns on the façade 1. Façade 1 was in close proximity to another building, which created a visual barrier and produced low PVEI values for column 1. Similarly, columns 19 and 20 revealed relatively lower values of PVEI on both the building and ground levels because targets on these two columns were the closest to the adjacent building.

In sum, the overall tendency of the combination was similar to the building level, which indicated that the visual exposure by the observers from the building level played a significant role in the study building.

Figure 14. PVEI of the building direction in columns with respect to the ground level, building level, and a combination of the two levels.
Furthermore, we tested the model and applied it to the cases in which the maximum visual distance \(D_{\text{max}}\) was given as 25, 50, 100, and 300 m. The various \(D_{\text{max}}\) was employed for the visual privacy assessment and numerical comparison.

Figure 15 compares \(PVEI\) values in the floor dimension (Figure 15a) and column dimension (Figure 15b) under various \(D_{\text{max}}\). For both the floor and column dimensions, the overall trends of \(PVEI\) in different \(D_{\text{max}}\) remained consistent. It was noted that the \(PVEI\) value almost reached 0 as \(D_{\text{max}}\) approached 25 m on the 16th floor, which indicated there was almost no light of sight penetrating into some of the openings on the 16th floor under the condition.

In addition, the values of \(PVEI\) changed remarkably between the cases \(D_{\text{max}} = 25\) m and \(D_{\text{max}} = 100\) m, which revealed that a large number of visible sightlines existed with lengths between 25 and 100 m. This may have been caused by the specific building layout and the density in the neighborhood of the sample building. In addition, as shown in Figure 15, \(PVEI\) values did not differ greatly when the maximum visual distance was given as 100 m, 300 m, and 500 m.
In conclusion, the visual exposure of an opening may be varied dramatically among different floors and facades. On the ground level, the higher the floor, the lower the PVEI value and the better the privacy. On the building level, although there were no distinct patterns as there were for the ground level, upper floors can be a better choice to preserve residential visual privacy in the same building. In this study case, PVEI values of the sample building were mainly determined by potential observers on the building level, which can be explained by the high-rise and dense building packing in the surrounding area of the sample building. Moreover, as the \( D_{\text{max}} \) changed from 25 to 500 m, the number of visible sightlines increased tremendously, resulting in an increase in the PVEI value and a decrease in the quality of visual privacy of each opening. We determined that it was suitable to describe the visual privacy of the sample building in the case of \( D_{\text{max}} = 100 \) m. Overall, with the change of \( D_{\text{max}} \), the overall trend of PVEI remained stable.

5. Discussion

5.1. Determination of the Maximum View Distance in the Model

Scholars have studied visual privacy and concluded that privacy can only be invaded when the visual distance situates within a relatively small range. This is because the effect of sight incursion on visual privacy is not just about “what observers can see”, it is about the capacity of visual damage for observers to distinguish among the various forms of objects or different characteristics of people. There are a few references that discuss how the distance between buildings affects visual exposure at façade openings, and the minimum distance between buildings needed to provide sufficient visual privacy for the residents [18,45]. Mitrany [46] found that a distance of 35 m between buildings was enough to obtain the desired level of visual privacy for residents, while a distance of 10 m failed to meet the needs. Day [47] examined the street distance of low-rise neighborhoods and found that 24.4 m in distance was sufficient for the preservation of privacy. In addition, visible sightlines were categorized by visual distances with four ranges to rank the level of visual exposure of building openings, and a length of sightline greater than 50 m was considered a well-preserved level of privacy [17].

Nevertheless, in this study, we examined the visual exposure of building openings based on various ranges of the maximum view distance, including 25, 50, 100, 300 and 500 m. The results showed that when \( D_{\text{max}} \) approached 100 m, PVEI values of openings reached a steady state. The case of a \( D_{\text{max}} \) greater than 100 m could obtain an outcome with a better precision, and while it may be time-consuming with low effectiveness in computation, it was not sufficient to realize the potential visual exposure of the opening when the \( D_{\text{max}} \) was lower than 100 m. Consequently, the investigation with various \( D_{\text{max}} \) provided a possibility to identify and realize the potential sight penetrators and their spatial distributions in the built environment. Moreover, the light of sight created with the use of a telescope or other devices in a residential environment can be “shortened in length”, contributing to a much clearer scenery in the observer’s view, and eventually changing the amount of visual exposure and the level of visual privacy. While this phenomenon was not taken into account in this, since we were mainly focused on establishing the method of the quantitative model. A forward investigation of the phenomenon in future work could be significant in a better understanding of visual privacy in residential environments.

5.2. Impact Factors on PVEI

The function of the PVEI was established on a basis of visibility, and revealed a relationship among PVEI and view distance, opening area, and view direction. First, the area of target opening had a positive influence on the PVEI, and a high PVEI value increased the possibility of visual intrusion, resulting in poor visual privacy. Nowadays, the urban landscape usually has a wide-ranging and complex morphology, in which large-area openings passively accept the sight views from all directions, while visual penetrations
from most of the directions are constantly blocked in the small-area openings. Second, since the PVEI is an indicator measuring each opening’s capacity of visual exposure in urban space, characteristics of buildings and the distribution of potential observers have a substantial impact on the value of PVEI. For instance, the expansion of city buildings toward density and verticality has led to a dramatic increase in the number of potential observers within a compact neighborhood at the building level, especially for large cities in which the population is concentrated in a small community. Conversely, with the increase of building spacing, the level of visual privacy that residents can preserve is more likely to have extended horizontal and vertical dimensions. Thus, buildings with more open space and lower density contribute to lower PVEI values for neighborhoods. Finally, the location and width of pedestrian routes around the residential environment have a potential effect on the PVEI, especially for occupants on low floors. Although observers from the building level had the largest impact on the sample building’s visual privacy in this study, it is important to pay attention to the damage of visual exposure from the ground level, which can be a main issue in a low-rise and spaced-out building neighborhood.

5.3. A Further Development Required for Deriving a Standard PVEI

Based on the mathematical function, the value of the PVEI is proportional to the area of openings and the inverse square distance between observers and the target. However, because the compact and vertical complexes built in modern society must deal with a risk of visual privacy in terms of the high value of the PVEI, it is not common to find a residence with the best protection of visual privacy (i.e., PVEI = 0). The PVEI value of an opening approaching 0 exists in many cases; for example, an opening toward a region (e.g., sea or lake) without those buildings or pedestrian routes, or an opening that is totally blocked by urban elements or trees. Visual privacy can be well preserved in these two cases, but rarely occurs in reality. In addition, these openings with a low PVEI value may also be accompanied by environmental damage such as sunlight and ventilation. In a built environment, people choose a residence with relatively better visual privacy that can meet their expectations, rather than a residence with a PVEI value of 0.

Therefore, it is of the highest importance to ensure all the openings of buildings (especially for residences and hotels) achieve an acceptable level of visual privacy, which refers to the Standard Potential Visual Exposure Index (SPVEI), which should be designed by architects and urban planners. As shown in Figure 16, the value of the PVEI between 0 and the SPVEI refers to a low preservation of the visual privacy of an opening, while the value of the PVEI that is higher than the SPVEI represents an acceptable level of visual privacy. It is worth noting that the same SPVEI value for different openings can correspond to the different selections of $D_{\text{max}}$. Moreover, SPVEI may be varied, since the desired visual privacy differs according to the culture, region, and functionality of buildings. Consequently, the proposed mathematical function can be used as a basic tool to quantify visual privacy, and is helpful to identify various SPVEI under certain circumstances.

![Figure 16. The relationship between PVEI and the selection of $D_{\text{max}}$.](image-url)
6. Conclusions

With the continuous improvement of income levels, urban residents are altering their priorities from basic necessities of living to the quality of their lives. Visual privacy, as a key factor in the quality of urban life, is greatly needed at every scale. Quantitative measurement and analysis of urban residents’ visual privacy or the visual penetration by strangers is an integral part of assessing the overall quality of residential life in an urban environment. In this paper, an indicator was developed to provide an objective and people-centered evaluation and quantitative analysis of the visual exposure of urban space on different openings of building façades. This indicator was calculated on the basis of a mathematical model using the data of the building footprint and the pedestrian network in a 3D perspective.

In the sample building in the center of Kowloon, people who live on lower floors tended to have a high level of visual exposure or low level of visual privacy, but this did not indicate that the higher the floor, the better preservation of the visual privacy. First, at the ground level, the PVEI value of an opening consistently decreased with an increase in the building floor because of the increase of visual distance. Second, at the building level, targets on the middle floor had the highest probability to be visually exposed to the observers from all directions, and a large number of sight incursions led to the worst preservation of visual privacy. Consequently, with the integration of both levels, residents of upper floors had a relatively better preservation of their visual privacy in the building.

Several possible errors that existed in the assumptions may have affected the results of the Potential Visual Exposure Index computation. For instance, the observer area and target area were independent variables in the proposed model, and the size of an opening had an impact on the calculation results for the PVEI. In the study case, although two openings could be able to form numerous sightlines in theory, only one sightline was created by extracting the center of the two openings and further introduced into the computation. However, it was not guaranteed that all sightlines between observers and targets were visible, since some parts of a target opening may have been blocked from the view of the observer. Specifically, the smaller the opening area was divided, the higher the precision of the result. The larger the opening area was divided, the lower the precision of the result. However, when increasing the size of the grids into which an opening was divided, the efficiency of the computation decreased. Therefore, it was crucial to find a trade-off between computational efficiency and precision.

As an indicator capturing an important quality of residential environment, the Potential Visual Exposure Index in this paper can not only remind residents of the potential damage to visual privacy, but also help urban planners and architects improve the quality of urban environment by quantitatively assessing the sensory “visual exposure” value of city buildings.
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